
Bow sights and stabilizers are changing — and
improving by leaps and bounds. The newest
sights are more user-friendly, more solid and

have designs that actually help improve accuracy.
Stabilizers do more than add weight and balance
today.They actually make bows quieter,and make their
owners more accurate. These are two of the fastest
growing segments of archery. I was impressed by G5s
willingness to explore cast magnesium sights, and the
work Toxonics has done to eliminate fiber loop break-
age. Another sight company exploring new horizons is
Vital Gear, because Ben Afshari has researched the way
our minds view lines to help his pin supports fade from
view. New Archery Products has continued to explore
“new” directions, with both a Blackjack stabilizer and a
sleeve you can sell to slip over tube-style stabilizers.
From Doinker’s new economy models to the rubber
studded Fuse line from Hoyt, there’s no end of choices
as you decide what to stock and what you’ll wait to
order in if a customer asks for it. Staying abreast of
product innovations can become a full-time job. This
review may save you from going over individual cata-
logs or websites.

BowJax
A newer player in vibration elimination, BowJax

produces extremely effective limb and string silencers.
These include rubbery Xs, or crosses, punctuated at
each end by rounded nodes that absorb vibration and
stop it in its tracks. New X-It Stabilizers include a multi-
tiered assembly of this concept that is lightweight but
big on dampening. The stabilizer system includes a
stack of five alternating BowJax Xs to suck up bow
vibrations and dissipate them silently. BowJax prices
these so you can sell them as low as $12.99, but you
could easily get more and many dealers will do just
that. The string silencers this year come in a much
tougher material, yet its softer to better dampen
twang.

Cobra
Cobra is well known in archery for providing cus-

tomers a wide variety of top quality products at a rea-
sonable price. This makes Cobra sights big sellers East
or West. More recently Cobra entered the higher-end

market with full featured sights that are very competi-
tively priced for the quality involved. The big news for
2006 is several new and versatile sights; namely, move-
able models that give customers more shooting
options.

The King Cobra 3 is a three-pin range-adjustable
sight packed with hunter-friendly features. These
include built-in quiver mount and a one-touch move-
able design that features a super-smooth Quad-4 link-
age. Your customers will appreciate the laser-etched
yardage scales, built-in level and no-tools adjustability.
The three-pin Sidewinder spooled fiber head comes
with a glow-orange peep alignment ring.The new King
Cobra 1 offers all of these same features, but mounts a
single vertical pin in a 2-inch round guard or scope.The
scope is deep to provide extra protection to the pin,
which is fed by a long fiber wrapped around the milled-
aluminum aperture.

The Sidewinder Plus also gives customers more
options. At first glance, this may be mistaken for a
range adjustable sight. Actually it’s a fixed sight that
uses an elevation linkage system to provide a wide
range of vertical adjustment. This feature lets you fit it
on more bow risers, and makes it more likely you’ll be
able to center the pins withing the round guard. This
new model includes vibration elimination module to
reduce shock, no-tools adjustability, and three-pin
Sidewinder head with glow-orange peep-alignment
ring.

All Cobra sights are offered in black or Mystic Camo
finishes. You’ll need to specify .029 or .019 sight fiber
optic pins. The larger size does give you the option of
specifying a new Ice Blue pin to complement the nor-
mal yellow, red, or green. Available accessories include
light kits and Glo-Sticks, the latter useful for P&Y hope-
fuls and for states where lighted sights are not legal.

Copper John
Copper John’s Dead Nuts sights have become a

personal favorite, a sentiment echoed by hundreds of
thousands of archers nationwide. They are nail tough
and trouble free, with all-metal construction and stout,
bright fiber-optic pins. They include three or five .029
metal pins, carrying fiber material that can be literally
tied in knots without breaking. The Dead Nuts C.U.P. is
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a sight-aperture cover for protecting pins. Like a rifle-
scope cover, it flips open with spring action on demand.
Closed,it lets customers push brush out of the way with
their bow, something we’ve all done on occasion, with-
out worry that they’ll snag and tear a fiber optic loop.

The LittleJohn includes a shorter, more compact

extension bar. Just 2.5 inches long, on many reflex riser
bows it will keep the sight head inside the profile. This
is the most affordable Copper John sight.

The Hunter models have a longer, three-position
bar allowing customers to choose the extension length
that suits them. They include bubble levels, and offer a

The author was using a sight
from Vital Bow Gear (now Vital
Gear) and a Hi-Tek stabilizer when
he arrowed this big Black Bear.
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choice of black
anodized, Realtree or
Mossy Oak finishes.
These sights offer
one of the highest
v a l u e - t o - q u a l i t y
ratios in the business,
one of the reasons
they will certainly
continue to be hot
sellers. Another rea-
son is they’re proudly
made in the U.S.A. I
think the majority of
hunters appreciate
A m e r i c a n - m a d e
goods and some sim-
ply won’t buy a for-
eign made accessory.

Doinker
Doinker technol-

ogy is built on the the
idea of “active” stabi-

lization, transforming stabilizers into
more than dead weight. Using “interrupt-
ed transfer polymer” technology (ITP),
Doinker stabilizers use weight suspend-
ed beyond a shock-absorbing “hinge” to
soak up unwanted noise and potential
equipment-harming vibrations.The tech-
nology has been adopted by many of the
biggest names in archery, often under
licensing agreements with the company
Bill Leven heads.

The newer Doinker A-Bomb takes
ITP technology to new levels,because it is
a more effective rubber coupler that
actively soaks up the noise and vibration
of today’s muscular compound bows.
This year you’ll find A-Bomb technology
integrated throughout the Doinker line;
in addition to proven performers from
the ribbed D2 series. Also look for 4-in-1
CamoSkins, allowing customers to cus-
tomize Doinker stabilizers to match the
finish on their favorite bow; in black,
Realtree Hardwoods HD or Green HD,
and Mossy Oak

New Break-Up. All these features can be
found in the new Doinker A-Bomb 7-inch
Multi-Rod Hunter Plus Stabilizer.For a less
expensive model to stock, consider the
Woodsman hunter, a one-piece model
where the Doinker action is built into the
ribbed body.

Extreme Archery Products
Extreme sights have gained quick

popularity because of their super-bright,
extended-fiber pins, ultra-tough con-
struction, and user-friendly designs. New
RT900 features include stainless steel
Ultra Slim-Line pins which Extreme’s
Mark Whitt says will block less of the sight
picture than any pin style ever offered.
The fiber optics on these sights are not
wrapped, instead they extend in a clear
tube through the body of the sight and
along the mounting arm. Some hunters
may see that as a cleaner set-up than
wrapped sights.

If hunters want a brighter pin,Whitt’s

The X-it Stabilizer
from BowJax.

Cobra’s Sidewinder Plus
is new for 2006.

Compact Dead Nuts LittleJohn sight by Copper John.

A pair of Dead Nuts Hunter models
with their pins covered by the C.U.P.
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company has a unique Tail Light System.
The sight light mounts to the off-side of
the extreme rear of the mounting bar,
directly over where the ends of the fibers
are. That way there’s no chance any stray
light will spill out inside the pin guard to
interfere with a hunter’s night vision.The
round pin guard includes a bright orange
sticker for instant peep alignment. These
sights come finished in black, Realtree
Hardwoods and Green HD.

Fuse
A Hoyt subsidiary, FUSE uses the

same engineering-based, hardcore-
bowhunting approach in a fine line of
archery accessories as the parent firm
brings to its bows. Fuse accessories offer
eye appeal, and are designed with an ear
toward noise reduction. Sights and stabi-
lizers utilize exclusive “Shock Rod
Technology”, with multiple LimbSaver
Navcom material rods held in milled
apertures to deaden sound and absorb
unwanted vibrations.

Custom Series Sights incorporates
four fresh extension-bar options so now
customers can choose elk-rack styled
Monarch, flame Profire, whitetail-buck
Buckhorn, utilitarian Intrepid, target-
minded Nexis, and moveable Navigator.
The choices really multiply when you
combine those stylized bars with eight
pin/housing options. These include
three-, five-,and six-pin standard or micro
fiber-wrapped pins, three- and five-pin
standard or micro coiled fiber, new three-
and five-pin coil dual micro, and a single-
pin Pivot (pendulum).Sights are available
in a brown anodize that matches Hoyt
hardware,plus Realtree Green and Brown
HD camo finishes.

Quiver/Sight Combos from Fuse take
these sight options and combine them
with a fixed-position Satori, or length-
adjustable Katana arrow quiver – both
instantly removable yet solid. Vibration
reduction is all the rage, and with their
snazzy looks,these sights are sure to grab
big attention.

Axium Stabilizers from Fuse have a
cool Gatling-gun appearance, as the sta-
bilizers are surrounded by LimbSaver
Navcom Shock-Rods for noise and vibra-
tion reduction, but also include Doinker
action. Six-ounce 4-inch, 7-ounce 6-inch,
and 8.5-ounce 10-inch models have
proven popular their first year on the
market.For 2006 there is a new 3.5-ounce
2-inch compact now offered, as well as
the new 7-ounce Sidekick.The Sidekick is
a dual-ended stabilizer — 2-inch at one
end,4 at the other — secured with an off-
set bracket at the stabilizer mount to one
side of the riser.That way the Sidekick can
compensate for the weight of bow
quiver, arrows,
and sight for per-
fect shooting bal-
ance.

G5 Outdoors
Leave it to G5

to break the bow-
sight mold, or at
least to use mold-
ing instead of
machining. The
s p a n k i n g - n e w
Optix is formed of
lighter, 100-per-
cent magnesium,
instead of alu-
minum that’s

been machined from extruded profiles.
President Lou Grace said the Optix line of
sights is made by casting molten magne-
sium in carefully designed molds. It’s a
different process than the company uses
to make it’s broadheads, which start as a
powdered metal, but it still gives G5 the
ability to form complex, high strength
shapes.“There is some minor machining
done to the sight, for instance to drill and
tap in threads, but we try to mold in as
many features as we can,” Grace said.

G5’s goal was to produce a lighter
premium sight, that could better stand
up to the shock of thousands of shots
from high energy bows. Magnesium has
some natural damping qualities, he
noted, and by molding the sight as close
as possible to its “near net shape,” cost
can also be lower than for a machined
sight with comparable features.

On the Optix sights, each pin is on a
center pivot, micro adjusted by opposing
take-up screws. The round pin guard
includes a built-in visor to increase con-
trast between sight pins and target.
Third-axis tuning is accomplished using
the level available on LE and ME models.
Elevation and windage are micro-
adjustable and solid, using V-ways
instead of the more familiar dovetails.

The bottom of the guard holds a
unique rubber arrow bumper to elimi-
nate accidental noise while loading or
drawing, while dog-legged (to move the
sight up or down easily) extension arms
have incorporated harmonic dampeners.
An optional battery-operated LED light is
housed in the magnesium head to illumi-
nate all the pins, without game-spooking
light leakage.

Circle 185 on Response Card

You won’t find spooled fiber optics on Extreme
Archery Products sights. Instead the firm routes the
fibers inside a protective sheath and runs them the
length of the extension arm. This is the new RT900 in
Realtree Hardwoods HD. The sight weighs just 4.1 oz.
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The Optix ME includes three .029-
inch, locking Smart Pins and one floating,
3X micro adjust. It also has third-axis tun-
ing, harmonic dampener, built-in visor,
arrow bumper, LED pin light, camouflage
or dark gray finish, and weighs only 6
ounces. The LE includes five lock-down
pins, the same features, and weighs only
5.8 ounces; the SE has three pins, no
third-axis adjustment, a dark gray finish
and has a 5.2-ounce mass.

Grace said the new sights would be
ready for shipment to dealers in March
and April. That’s not as early as dealers
wanted them, but he said the company
was more used to the broadhead sales
cycle when it was okay to have a new
product to retailers by mid-summer. As
the Michigan firm makes the transition
from a broadhead supplier to an “acces-
sory” supplier, Grace said it would work
harder on having new products ready to
ship after the winter trade shows.

Hi-Tek Sports Products
Hi-Tek makes some of my favorite

stabilizers.Their powder-filled models are
simple yet effective, with no moving
parts to wear out; and since there is no
liquid or gel these are impervious to tem-
perature extremes. I’ve used Hi-Tek stabi-
lizers for years without any problems,
malfunctions, or broken parts.

Two new models should prove as
popular with customers. All-new

Stabilizer Kits allow you or your cus-
tomers to turn damaged or cut-off car-
bon arrows into fancy multi-rod stabiliz-
ers. Kits include mounting end, center
tuning barrel, and threaded end cap that
accepts short Doinker or LimbSaver
products for added effectiveness. You’ll
also find the needed assembly screws.
You provide glue and arrow inserts. This
allows you or customers to make custom
stabilizers of any length. It’s a great way
to recycle carbon shafts that may have
had their nock or front ends damaged,
and shorter stabilizers can be made from
pieces left from cutting new arrows to
length.

The new Stopper Series stabilizers
use Bumper technology, replacing the
solid end cap to provide improved
shock absorption.The design is similar to
proven V-Flite models but more effective.
These will accept standard screw-in
accessories; and are available in black,
chrome, or a multitude of camo patterns.
Choose from 4.75-ounce 4.25-inch, or
8.5-ounce 7-inch; both with 1.25-inch
outside diameter.

Impact Archery
Impact sights have gained a reputa-

tion for some of the brightest aiming
points around. The line’s quite extensive,
with most models
including spools to
carry and protect up
to two feet of fiber
material for each
pin. This creates
glowing aiming
points that are per-
fectly P&Y legal.
There are several
movable models,
three pendulums,

and scads of economy models to choose
from.

The biggest news at Impact this year
is the all-new Full Draw. This single-pin-
moveable design allows customers to
adjust for any range while at full draw. It
includes 24 inches of spooled .030-inch
fiber for superior light gathering. It’s
mechanism with twist of thumb and
forefinger silently brings the pin to the
position desired. Moveable sights can
prove tricky on game that won’t hold still,
say buck’s on the move during the rut
and pre-rut, but with practice your cus-
tomer could keep the Full Draw zeroed
on the vitals until the deer paused and a
clean shot could be made.

Other new models include two Solo
Plus sights, the DX and MDX. These are
single-metal-pin sights backed by 20
inches of bright fiber,plus micro windage
and elevation adjustment. The Hunter is
an economy polymer sight with three
base-wrapped pins and lightweight
design.

LimbSaver
Steven Sims, Incorporated is all

about vibration suppression. The
LimbSaver company deserves much of
the credit for starting the vibration-con-
trol revolution. LimbSaver Navcom

Stabilizer Kit from Hi-Tek Sports Products

The unique
Full Draw from
Impact Archery
can be adjusted
with a fingertip,
if need be, while
the archer is at
full draw.

Pin guard and body of this
Optix LE from G5 are a sin-
gle unit of cast magnesium.
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material has become an important
component in noise and vibration sup-
pression, and is found on gear both
assembled at the plant and on other
brands that uses NavCom components.
Last year LimbSaver had a huge hit with
the S-Coil stabilizers in the first year of
production. The new Mini S-Coil short-
ens the original to 3.5 inches, trimming
weight to 4 ounces, while also maintain-
ing the performance of the 4.55-inch, 5-
ounce S-Coil. The new version fits inside
most bow cases without removal, and
causes less interference in brushy areas.

The new X-Press Stabilizer combines
the forces of LimbSaver’s proven modu-
lar system and a Mini S-Coil. It consists of
a stem and module from the former, and
a Mini S-Coil, creating a 6-inch, 6.7-ounce
stabilizer that can be customized for

length by adding or removing modules.
Both new stabilizer models come in

black or camouflage.

New Archery Products
NAP is always on the cutting edge.

This year’s no exception, the new
Blackjack stabilizer promising to cut bow
recoil by up to 75 percent.“Yea right, you
say.” NAP Engineer and friend Bob Mizek
says you need only have a customer
shoot a Blackjack to feel the difference.
The innovative stabilizer uses energy fins
that oscillate on release to dissipate
unwanted energy.The Blackjack comes in
a compact 5-inch size ready to shoot.
Customers that already own a stabilizer
can choose a Blackjack Sleeve that slips
over stabilizers having 1 1/8- to 1 1/4-
inch outside diameters, 3 inches or more

in length. Align the Energy Fins,
or twist them for a more radical
look. This is an inexpensive way
to make many stabilizers quieter
and more effective.

Spot-Hogg
Spot-Hogg calls it’s sights

“the most accurate in the world.”
Top models include second- and
third-axis leveling, with individu-
ally micro-adjustable pins and
no-clamp gang micro-adjust-

ments. You can get a vertical alignment
wire, bubble level, tough 6061 aluminum
construction, and a white-outlined,
round pin guard for quick peep align-
ment. New for 2006, Hogg-It and Hunter
Hogg-It models now have seven-pin
options, for longer shots in open Western
terrain. How many bowhunters actually
need pins out to 80 yards is another
question.

Sure-Loc
Sure-Loc made a name for itself with

the hard-core, X-ring-seeking target
clique, but quickly brought that precision

Customers who don’t like looking through
an image-darkening peep are good candidates
for the Hind Sight product line. Above 
the CrossFire, endorsed by Tom 
Miranda, forms a crosshair with the 
glowing rear posts formed from 
ProGlow 20. When customers 
center one of the front pins they know 
they’re not torquing the riser right or
left. Hindsight also offers the rear 

aperture alone for hunters who want 
to combine it with their existing front 
sight. That’s the big Hind Sight 
Magnum, at right, combined with a TruGlo Tru Site Extreme. Hind Sight sells the
combination as the Hind Sight Eclipse. Reach Hind Sight at (734) 878-2842.

Sims X-Press Stabilizer

Circle 191 on Response Card

The Blackjack from
New Archery Products
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to hunting. The newer Special Ops is a
fine example.These five-pin,dual-angled-
track models are backed by bright
spooled fiber. They are super tough yet
lightweight; including micro windage,
zero-pin-gap capabilities,micro gang ele-
vation adjustment, and third-axis adjust-
ment. The latest options include a more
compact, direct-mount extension arm
(Special Ops 2), or moveable pivoting
head (SO 3). The Sportsman’s Special is
much the same as the SO 3, but includes
a simpler pin design in a moveable head.

Sword Acu-Site
Sword has been in the sight busi-

ness for 10 years, but it’s understandable
if you’re unfamiliar with the name.
During that time it assembled sights
marketed by other companies.The third-
axis feature is trued at the factory to
accommodate bows with string and riser
held in perfect alignment, but can be fur-
ther adjusted as needed. Acu-Sites use a
special fiber encased in a clear protective
sleeve that runs inside the extension bar,
each pin backed by 8 inches of fiber.

Sword aiming points can be ordered
as small as .010, one third the size of
most, so less target is covered while aim-
ing. The fiber used in Acu-Sites is also
ultra tough. Owner Channy Sword
demonstrates this remarkable fiber’s reli-
ability by tying it in knots, then pulling to
stretch it. While ordering ask Sword to
send along a couple extra lengths of
fiber so you can knot them and set them
alongside Sword sights in your display
case to start questions flowing.

Toxonics
Toxonics is a familiar name in

archery, producing some of the most
highly-respected sights around. The new
Metal Optic Pin should gain that firm
more respect yet. It combines the
strength of a steel blade and the bril-
liance of fiber optics, because the strands
are inserted through a channel along its
entire length so there’s no loop to snag
while hunting. The half-moon blade also
supports the fiber in the event of impact.

The entire pin housing is
machined from a single piece
of steel, making it bulletproof
and impervious to thread
stripping. New K9 models are
backed with 14 inches of
spooled fiber, stored to the

rear of the sight head for better balance
and protection.

All Toxonics Metal Optic pins are
mounted horizontally in two rows for
zero pin gaps and precise long-range
gapping. Offset extension bars compen-
sate for odd anchoring points or long ris-
ers, and allow customers to better center
pins in the aiming zone for natural peep
alignment. Many models offer the option
of tool-less gang adjustment. Eight
Toxonics models carry this rough and
tumble option, with three or five pins,
including two Cross Breeds with vertical
alignment pin. All come with bright
alignment ring surrounding the round
pin guards.

Trophy Ridge
Trophy Ridge changed the way

bowhunters look at sights, creating a
craze for vertical pins and the perceived
advantages. Original Flatliner sights
remain top sellers even as TR continues
to expand and refine its products. You
can always count on TR to introduce
something new and innovative, and this
year is no exception.

One small but important tweak is
the introduction of Fiber Cage Fiber
Wrap Encasement found on all Rhino
sights. This gives spooled fiber solid pro-
tection from damage, while eliminating
the fear of game-spooking reflection or
UV damage over time that many clear
protective cases suffer. TR also intro-
duced a new bracket design, a more
abbreviated and lightweight version
some bowhunters will find more desir-
able. Look for these on five existing mod-
els.

TR has typically represented the
high end of the sight market. For 2006
several models address budget-minded
archers. The new EZ Universal is a com-
pact yet versatile sight with all-metal
construction, and five .029-inch
fiber/steel vertical pins that can be situ-
ated from the top down, or the bottom
up. It should prove a great seller for your
no-frills customers.

The Ridgeline Series includes sights
with two vertical pins, one from the top,
another from the bottom, as well as two
standard horizontal pins (a free fifth pin
is included), all with extended fiber for
maximum light gathering. These also
have a Bright-Back Magnum Target
Bubble, Torque Adjustment, and LED

92

The view through the Compound Bow
Rifle Sight, paired, in this case, with a
Truglo Tru-Site Extreme five pin sight. The
Rifle Sight is a “Peep Sight Eliminator”
that provides a V-notched rear sight with
twin fiber optic aim points, which the
archer can set up to bracket the front pins.
On this universal model, you can adjust
how far forward your pin sight is carried
and how far back the V-notched rear sight
sits. You can reach the manufacturer at
(618) 526-4427.

The new Metal Optic sights from Toxonics include 3
and 5-pin Crossbreed models that combine the blade-
style steel pin with a vertical steel pin that can help
hunters get on target fast and keep the bow vertical.
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mount. Included are the Summit V-Drive,
a camo-anodized moveable design, and
Summit Guide Series, a camo-anodized,
fixed-pin model with dampener-
equipped extension bar. More economi-
cal options in the series include the
Summit Extreme, Summit Hunter, and
Scrape Hunter. These include a simpler
mounting bracket and black finish. The
Extreme includes micro adjustment, the
Hunter a simplified design, while the
Scrape Hunter does not include vertical
pins, but has three horizontal pins.

TruGlo
TruGlo knows bow sights, being the

company that brought fiber optics to
bowhunting. But TruGlo has done more
than that, designing sights that are
rugged and made to eliminate common
bowhunting problems. The new Tru-Site
Ultra Xtreme Series are some of these.
These are a more compact version of
their predecessors, with extra-long, high-
ly protected fibers wrapped around the
lightweight round composite pin guard.
Choose three or four pins and you get a

i l l u m i n a t e d
peep-alignment
ring, bubble
level, reversible
mounting brack-
et, and other
useful features.

The new
Tru-Site Xtreme
Tool-Less Series
is much the
same feature-
wise, but
includes a slight-

ly larger aperture opening, while also
allowing windage and elevation adjust-
ments afield, without tools. It comes with
five super-bright fiber pins.

Also new for 2006 are a single-pin
moveable, and an advanced pendulum.
The Range Rover 1-Pin includes one ver-
tical pin backed by a housing wrapped
by an extra-long pin fiber. It also includes
illuminated peep-alignment ring and
yardage tape, while being easily adjusted
one handed. The Pendulum Sight Series
is one of the most advanced tree-stand
sights around, automatically compensat-
ing for distances out to 35 yards from ele-
vated positions. It can also be locked for
ground shooting. All TruGlo sights can be
equipped with TFO (Tritium Fiber Optic)
glow-in-the-dark pins.

Vital Gear
Vital Gear owner Ben Afshari is

always thinking outside the box. He
always has something interesting to
show at every annual ATA show. This
year’s revelation includes Angular
Sighting Technology,Hollow Pino scopes,
a new single-pin mover, and a high quali-
ty budget sight.

Angular Sighting involves pins that
come off the round sighting aperture
from the 4 o’clock position. This allows
the most unobstructed view of the tar-
get, the human eye automatically center-
ing the aiming point while it ignores the
slanted pin support.This original technol-
ogy is found in a multitude of proven
designs; single-pin movers, single-pin
fixed, and three-pin and five-pin fixed
sights.

Hollow Pino is also a completely dif-
ferent concept in bow aiming, a cross-
hair system holding a center aperture
surrounded by four glowing fiber points,
the fibers extending to wrap around the

round pin guard. The system allows cus-
tomers to shoot at the target through the
center hole, but also to easily observe
their point of impact. By adding an angu-
lar pin system customers can remove
their peep completely, a great option for
low-light situations. Afshari said the
Hollow Pino is a good sight for archers
like himself who may struggle with target
panic, since you’re aiming with a hole.

Conclusion
New materials, smart engineering,

and new ways of looking at old problems
mean bow sights and stabilizers are
improving with every passing year. I
remember a time when the same sight
and stabilizer stayed in place on my
favorite hunting bow three seasons run-
ning. Not so today. Modern bowhunters
want that edge that tips the odds in their
favor during limited time afield, and are
willing to pay for a perceived advantage
in gear over what they own now. Today’s
new and improved sights and stabilizers
are an important part of the accessory
sales that are so vital to every archery
retailer.

Range Rover 1
Pin from TruGlo.

Many 2006 Vital Gear sights use
Angular Sighting Technology to help the
shooter focus on the aim points. This
view is of the Triangle pins.

Circle 173 on Response Card
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